EXCEL HUSTLER 402
4-wheel drive tames the ups & downs.

The first 4-wheel drive 72" out-front-cut mower has a fan club: operators who mowed roadside berms and hilly parks during its first year in the field.

They rave about its self-leveling operator station and engine platform, and how it crawls in and out of ditches.

The EXCEL HUSTLER twin hand levers control its dual hydros and steer the big 402 mower at a touch—with positive control and no "steering wheel fatigue."

They trust its sure-footedness... its stable weight distribution on slopes or rough terrain... its ROPS with optional enclosure.

Besides the heavy duty 72" rotary deck, other attachments include 60" flail mower, 72" dozer blade, 72" rotary broom, and a powerful 60" snow thrower to keep it working the year around.

Watch for a field demo or write for free literature and Distributor’s name. Call toll-free (800) 835-3260; in Kansas or Canada, call (316) 327-4911 collect. EXCEL HUSTLER turf and groundskeeping equipment is built right by Excel Industries, Inc., Box 727, Hesston, Kansas 67062.
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